Abstract
Introduction
Recognition of a person from gait can be defined as the identification of a pattern through the pattern produced by walking. Gait is a behavioral biometric source that can be acquired at a distance. Gait recognition is the term typically used in the computer community to refer to the automatic extraction of visual cues that characterize the motion of a walking person in video and is used for identification purpose in surveillance systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [7] . Recognition methods can be broadly divided into two groups, model based and silhouette based approaches. Model based approaches [3] [15] recover explicit features describing gait dynamics, such as stride dimensions and the kinematics, of joint angles. The silhouette approach [7] [8] [9] [2], characterizes body movement by the statistics of the patterns produced by walking. These patterns capture both the static and dynamic properties of body shape. This paper presents a simple but effective representation of silhouette for gait-based human identification using silhouette analysis. Similar observations have been made in [8] [9] [2] , but the idea presented here implicitly more capture both structural (appearances) and transitional (dynamics) characteristics of gait. A more robust approach for gait cycle estimation which is very important step in gait recognition is also presented. Instead of width/length time signal of bounding box of moving silhouette usually used in existing gait period analysis [3] [10] [11] [2] , here we analyze four projections (top, bottom, left, and right-projections) extracted directly from differences between silhouette and the bounding box, and further convert them into associated four separately 1D signals. Then normalized correlation-based a similarity function is executed to estimate gait cycle of moving silhouette. As following main purpose, depending on four distance vectors, PCA based gait recognition algorithm is first performed. A statistical distance based similarity is then achieved to obtain similarity measures on training and testing data. Next, fusion strategies on that similarities are calculated to produce final decision. Encouraging experimental results for human identification have been obtained at the experiments on four different databases.
Gait Feature Extraction and Classification
Given a sequence of images from a static camera, the algorithm detects and tracks the moving person then computes the corresponding sequence of motion regions in each frame. Motion segmentation is achieved via background modeling/subtraction using a dynamic background frame estimated and updated in time, the details are given in [6] . Then a morphological filter operator is applied to the resulting images to suppress spurious pixel values. Once a silhouette generated, a bounding box is placed around silhouette. Silhouette across a motion sequence are automatically aligned by scaling and cropping based on the bounding box.
Gait Signature Extraction
Silhouette representation is based on the projections to silhouette which is generated from a sequence of binary silhouette images bs(t) ≡ bs(x, y.t), indexed spatially by pixel location (x,y) and temporally by time t. There are four different image features (projections) called the distance vectors. They are top-, bottom-, left-and right-distance vectors. The distance vectors are the differences between the bounding box and the outer contour of silhouette. An example silhouette and the distance vectors corresponding to four projections are shown in the middle of figure 1. The distance vectors are separately represented by four 1D signals. The size of 1D signals for both left-and right-and for both top-and bottom-distance vectors are the height and width of the bounding box, respectively. The values in that signals are the number of columns between bounding box and silhouette at each row, for both left-and right-projections, and are also the number of rows between the box and silhouette at each column, for both top-and bottom-projections.
Form a new 2D image F T (x, t) = y bs(x, y, t), where each column (indexed by time t) is the top-projections (column sum) of silhouette image bs(t), as shown in figure 1 top-left. Each value F T (x, t) is then a count of the number of the row pixels between the top side of the bounding box and the outer contours in that columns x of silhouette image bs(t). The result is a 2D pattern, formed by stacking top-projections(column) together to form a spatiotemporal pattern. A second pattern which represents the bottom-projection F B (x, t) = −y bs(x, y, t) can be constructed by stacking bottom projections, as shown in figure  1 bottom-left. The third pattern F L (y, t) = x bs(x, y, t) is then constructed by stacking left projections and the last pattern F R (y, t) = −x bs(x, y, t) is also finally constructed by stacking right projections, as shown in figure  1 top-right and bottom-right 2D patterns, respectively. The variation of each component of the each distance vectors can be regarded as gait signature of that object. From the temporal distance vector plots, it is clear that the distance vector is roughly periodic and gives the extent of movement of different part of the subject. The brighter a pixel in 2D patterns in figure 1 , the larger value is the value of the distance vector in that position.
Training
First, a two-dimensional silhouette shape is converted into four 1D signals, called distance vectors, which will significantly reduce the subsequent computational cost. To eliminate the influence of spatial scale and signal length of the distance vectors, we scale these distance vector signals with respect to magnitude and size through the sizes of the bounding boxes. Next, eigenspace transformation based 
Pattern Classification
Statistical distance measuring has initially been selected for classification. The accumulated distance between the associated centroids A w (obtained in the process of testing) and B w (obtained in the process of training) can be easily computed by
In the distance measure, the classification result for each projection is then accomplished by choosing the minimum of d. To be increase the recognition performance, a fusion task is developed on the classification results of each projections.
The fusion task includes two separate strategies. In the strategy 1, each projection is separately treated. Then the strategy is combining the distances of each projections at the end by assigning equal weight. The final similarity using strategy 1 is calculated as follows:
where D i is the fused distance similarity value (i being 1, number of persons in database), j is the algorithm's index for projection, α weight coefficients are being 0.25 for each projection, d i its single projection distance similarity value (d i being 0,1 for i th person) and 4 is the number of projections (left, right, top, bottom). If D i ≥ 0.5 then it is assumed that ith person is correctly recognized by the fusion. In other words, if at least two of four projections give maximum similarities for one individual, then the identification is determined as positive. So, this fusion strategy has 
rapidly increased the recognition performance in the experiments.
At the experiments, it has been seen that, some projection has given more robust results than others. For instance, while human moves in lateral view with respect to image plane, the back side of human can give more individual characteristics in gait. So, the projection corresponding to that side can give more reliable results. We called dominant feature to this case. As second strategy, the strategy 2 has been developed to get more increasing on the recognition performance. In the strategy 2, if the projection selected as dominant feature or at least two projections of others give positive for one individual considering, then identification result given by the strategy 2 is to be positive. The dominant feature in this work is assigned by estimating the direction of motion objects under tracking. At the next section, the dominant features determined by experimentally for different view points with respect to image plane are also given.
Experiments and Results
The performance of the method is evaluated on CMU's MoBo [13] , NLPR [2] , our, and USF databases [7] .
Gait Cycle Estimation
A gait cycle corresponds to one complete cycle from rest (standing) position to-right-foot-forward-to-rest-toleft-foot-forward-to-rest position [8] . Several vision methods have exploited this fact to compute the period of human gait from image features [10] [11] [2] . In here, we present view-invariant and more robust technique to estimate gait cycle. The algorithm steps are shown in figure 2 and as follows. The output of the detecting/tracking module gives a sequence of bounding boxes for every object [6] . First step in the algorithm is to take projections, and to calculate the normalized correlation between consecutive frames. The elimination of the influence of spatial scale and signal length are inherently achieved by selecting consecutive frames. At the cycle estimation, to quantify the signals of the correlation results, we may first remove their background component by subtracting their mean and dividing by their standard deviation, and then smooth them with a symmetric average filter. Further, we compute their autocorrelation to find peaks, as shown in figure 2 .
Some of the experimental results on the algorithm proposed and aspect ratio signals which were used in [10] [11] [2] , were compared in the work [14] . The gait cycle estimation presented here has achieved more robust experimental results than the aspect ratio based gait cycle detection for frontal views. For lateral and oblique views, both algorithms can easily detect the gait cycles. This multi-options for the gait cycle estimation have been automated by the tracking algorithm used [6] . Additionally, the gait cycle estimation algorithm was also used to discriminate the human motions, such as walking and running, by re-implementing cycle period in time, and by moving to Fourier domain, as shown in figure 2 . In that domain, the main frequency of motion is estimated by determining the peak which has largest impulse from the significant peaks in the frequency power spectrum, more details can be found in [14] .
Gait Recognition
The Viterbi algorithm was used to identify the test sequence, since it is efficient and can operate in the logarithmic domain using only additions [12] . The performance of the algorithm presented is evaluated on four different databases of varying of difficulty.
CMU Database This database has 25 subjects (23 males, 2 females) walking on a treadmill. Each subject is recorded performing four different types of walking: slow walk, fast walk, inclined walk, and slow walk holding ball. There are about 8 cycles in each sequence, and each sequences is recorded at 30 frames per second. It also contains six simultaneous motion sequence of 25 subjects, as shown in figure 3 . One of the cycle in each sequence was used for testing, others for training. First, we did the following experiments on this database: 1) train on slow walk and test on slow walk, 2) train on fast walk and test on fast walk, 3) train on walk carrying a ball and test on walk carrying a ball, 4) train on slow walk and test on fast walk, 5) train on slow walk and test on walk carrying a ball, 6) train on fast walk and test on slow walk, 7) train on fast walk and test on walk carrying a ball, 8) train on walk carrying a ball and test on slow walk, 9) train on walk carrying a ball and test on fast walk.
The results obtained using the proposed method are summarized on the all cases 1)-9) in Table 1 . It can be seen that the right person in the top two matches 100% of times for the cases where testing and training sets correspond to the same walk styles. When the strategy 2 developed in the fusion as dominant feature (projections) is used, the recognition performance is increased, as seen in Table 1 . For the case of training with fast walk and testing on slow walk, and vice versa, the dip in performance is caused due to the fact that for some individual as biometrics suggests, there is a considerable change in body dynamics and stride length as a person changes his speed. Nevertheless, the right person in the top three matches 100% of the times for that cases, and dominant projection strategy has also increased the recognition performance for Ranks 1 and 2. For the case of training with walk carrying ball and testing on slow and fast walks, and vice versa, encouraging results have also been produced by using the proposed method, and the dominant feature property has still increased the recognition performance, as given in Table 1 . For the other view points, the experimental results are also summarized on the cases 1)-4) in Table 2 . When the all experimental results for the different view points are considered, it can be seen that, the right person in the top two matches 100% and in the top four matches 100% of the times for the cases 1)-2) and for the cases 3)-4), respectively. It is also seen that, when the dominant feature is used, gait recognition performance has also been increased.
NLPR Database
The NLPR database [2] includes 20 subjects and four sequences for each viewing angle per subject, two sequences for one direction of walking, the other two sequences for reverse direction of walking. For instance, when the subject is walking laterally to the camera, the direction of walking is from right to left for two of four sequences, and from right to left for the remaining. Those all gait sequences were captured as twice (we called two experiments) on two different days in an outdoor environment. All subjects walk along a straight-line path at free cadences 
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in three different views with respect to the image plane, as shown in figure 4 , where the white line with arrow represents one direction path, the other walking path is reverse direction.
We did the following experiments on this database: 1) train on one image sequence and test on the remainder, all sequences were produced from first experiment, 2) train on two sequences obtained from first experiment and test on two sequences obtained from second experiment. This is repeated for each viewing angle, and for each direction of walking. The results for the experiments along with cumulative match scores in three viewing angle are summarized in Table 3 . When the experimental results are considered, the right person in the top two matches 100% of times for lateral and frontal viewing angles, and in the top three matches 100% of times for oblique view.
Our Database The database established for gait recognition has 22 people (2 females, 20 males), and subjects are walking laterally to the camera, the directions of walking is from left to right, and from right to left. The database includes two sequences for each subject. One sequence includes 3 gait cycle for each direction, and the length of each gait cycle varies with the pace of the walker, but the average is about 26 frames. The subjects walk along a straight-line path at free cadences, and 15 subjects were walking outside, seven subjects were walking inside. The results for the experiments along with cumulative match scores in lateral view are also summarized in Table 4 . Three gait cycles were used, two cycles for training, one cycle for testing.
Walking from left to right and the other direction are separately tested to achieve initial experimental results. When the results of each projection based distance vectors are re-implemented by using dominant feature strategy as explained in section 2.3, significantly improvements on the gait recognition has also been achieved. This is the robust implementation and is one of the novelty presented by this paper. USF Database Finally, the USF database [7] is considered. The database has variations as regards viewing direction, shoe type, and surface type. At the experiments, one of the cycle in each sequence was used for testing, others (3-4 cycles) for training. Different probe sequences for the experiments along with the cumulative match scores are given in Table 5 for the algorithm presented in this paper and three different algorithms [16] [2] [8] . The same silhouette data from USF were directly used. These data are noisy, e.g., missing of body parts, small holes inside the objects, severe shadow around feet, and missing and adding some parts around the border of silhouettes due to background characteristics. In Table 5 , G and C indicate grass and concrete surfaces, A and B indicate shoe types, and L and R indicate left and right cameras, respectively. The number of subjects in each subset is also given in square bracket. It is observed that, the proposed method has given the right person in top three matches 100% of the times for training and testing sets corresponding to the same camera.
